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ABOUT
US
KARMA COMMUNICATION has been created with 
the intent to offer to our customers a wide support 
concerning information and advertising of their 
products.

We cooperate with a team of young free lancers 
coming from many different experiences with the 
target to supply our customers with a very wide 
service which goes beyond the traditional way to 
communicate.

In our ever-evolving team, networking between professionals is a constant.
Professional contamination is welcome and demanded; this allows us to
enrich our portfolio and strengthen the flexibility of our facility.

In this regard, we want to present the group KARMA COMMUNICATION



OUR
MISSION
The philosophy KARMA COMMUNICATION, as well
as the own karma definition, is based on the cause-
and- effect principle: each action generate a
reaction.

The reaction will be positive only if the generating source will be positive
itself.We believe therefore that the operating system of our team may
determine a project result which must be approached from the beginning in
a positive way and with the belief sourcing from a strong teamwork.

All of us share the advantages and success of a common project since “
everyone can have a good idea but it needs the everyone effort to be
realized” : a proactive attitude will affect the result which can only be
positive.





THEY
CHOSE US
We are an integrated communication agency,
voted for innovation.

We offer consulting and support, both in the
live and digital domain, and adv, through the
design and development of strategies that
mix cleverly traditional and non-conventional
activities and tools.



THEY
CHOSE US



S K I L L S : #PASSION 
#SMARTNESS 
#INNOVATION
#CREATIVITY



Consist of virtually non-targeted advertising
and have a wide range of uses of traditional
communication (TV, newspaper, cinema,
internet etc.) ATL communication is made to
build the brand and inform customers about
the product.

Consist of very specific, memorable and direct
advertising activities focused on targeted groups of
consumers. Often known as direct marketing
strategies, below the line strategies focus more on
conversions thanon building the brand.

ABOUT
the LINE

Involves the use of ATL & BTL marketing
strategies. The recent trend in market
demand requires the integration of both ATL
and BTL strategies to achieve better results.
Creativity in the use of traditional techniques
is indispensable for communicating the
message.

Through the line

Above the line

Radio
Tv
Cinema
Press

Static Billposting
Dinamic Billposting
Pay per Click
Brand Image

Below the line

Packaging
Stand Design

Direct marketing 
Promozions

Merchandising

Public Relations
Viral & Guerrilla Marketing

Buzz marketing
Ambush marketing
Ambient marketing

360° Marketing
Digital Marketing

All that arises from the firm belief tat visibility
and promotion of brand, product and special
offers are not based necessarily on the
usual advertising message but can be
shaped and customized according to the
company needs in order to reach more
concrete results which can be identified within
the specific reference market.



S E R V I C E S : #WEB
#GRAPHICS 
#ADV
#EVENT & MICE



WEB ENGINEERING
Both you want to create your first web site or
you want to update the already existing one,
or make a total rebranding, we can help you
to realize more and more competitive digital
space. Our task is to satisfy our client by
giving a wider visibility to his brand and a
consequent competitiveness.

ADVERTISING
Advertising is classified on the base of the
final purpose profit/not profit.
Following the principles of creativeness and
“echo effect” when required we can create
guerrilla marketing and multisubject
campaigns directed to promote the same
product both in different contexts and with
different testimonials.

GRAPHICS
Nowadays the instant message suggested by
its own image is rich in meanings and
immediate: since we set as our goal the
communication, we suggest to our
customers winning solutions for any budget:
from the simple brand to a complete
multimedia product through advanced
software and visual languages more suitable
to their business activity.

EVENTS / M.I.C.E.
We have as m ain target to be key players and
promoters of new projects in the overview of
international events by offering an agenda
among the locally most important ones. We
are constantly in evolution, looking for new
ideas and new format contents; we create
B2B (Business to Business) and B2 C
(Business to Consumer) events according to
your branch and demand.

OUR
SERVICES





D I G I TA L : #TOP VISIBILITY
#GUERRILLA
#MOBILE READY
#TECHNOLOGY



Switch from den to home

Get in the foreground

Follow the prey on the move

Explore new borders

Web marketing
Web design
SEO e SEM
E-Learning
Digital PR 2.0
Social media 
arketing

Corporate blogging
Social application
Website development
Market analysis
Business plan
E-commerce

External & system APIs 
Embed

Embed Database & Cloud
App iOS (iPhone/iPad)

App Android
Mobile site

Hybrid apps 

Market Publishing
Marketing Analytics 

Data & User Analytics
UI & UX design

Push notifier
Beacon embed 

ADV & PPC 

Kiosk solution
Augmented reality

Virtual reality

Hosting e Housing
Furniture hardware

Technical service

Storyboard/screenlist
Int./ext. video 
Shooting
Prodution
Post-prodution
Virtual reality

Video compositing
Stop motion
2D-3D Motion graphic
Video streaming HD live/on demand
Digital signage

WEB
DIGITAL



E V E N T: #MEETING
#INCENTIVE
#CONVENTION 
#EVENT



Empower your Meeting
The International Association of Professional
Congress Organizers defines a meeting as
any number of people coming together in one
place for a particular activity. It can be a one-
time event or it may recur regularly.

Improve your Conference
Participatory meeting designed for
discussion, fact-finding, problem solving and
consultation. As compared with a congress,
a conference is normally smaller in scale and
more select in character - features which
tend to facilitate the exchange of
information. Conferences are usually of
limited duration with specific objectives.

Expand your Incentive
The term incentive relates to events that are
designed to motivate participants and increase
the effectiveness of a team with a common
experience. The incentive is always part of
action and intensity. Whatever its duration or
the number of people involved, the key words
are: Live, Share, Act and Discover.

Enhance your Event
A corporate event is a chance to promote
your company and product / service in a
informal, professional and pressure free
environment. It is the ideal route to increase
staff motivation, reduce costs and trigger
performance improvement.

EVENTS
MICE





CONTACTS
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info@karmacommunication.it




